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See attached sign-in sheet

Notable Discussion Items:
1) Introductions
2) Meeting Purpose
3) Review RFMP Approach
4) Urban Areas Topic Statement
• It was recommended that the language in the Topic Statement be revised so that the workgroup does not
solely focus on SB5 impacts (see attached for revised statement).
5) City of Chico Flood Control Issues
• Post the 200-year SB 1278 Maps to MUSR Website
• Identified Levee Deficiencies – Not many structural issues
i. Confirm with NULE/ULE.
ii. The FEMA accreditation package for parts of the Sycamore-Mud Creek levee system was
submitted in January of 2011 and approved in May of 2011.
iii. There is a “notch in the weir” that hasn’t been seen in quite some time at Big Chico Creek
Diversion (Constructed in 1965) due to sediment deposition.
• Identified Capacity Deficiencies
i. During the 1997 event, debris accumulated at both the Big Chico Creek and Lindo Channel inlets,
which may have prevented flooding within the City. Big Chico Creek flooded in the 5-mile park
area. Flow estimates for Mud Creek at Highway 99 were 15,400 cfs.
ii. DWR provided preliminary information regarding AEP flows for the Big Chico Creek system
iii. Mud Creek does not have adequate capacity; suffers from sediment buildup (lots at Cohasset
Rd.).
iv. Storm drains typically have capacity when high flow is observed in the channels (peaks have
passed)
v. University recently cleared vegetation (arundo) along Big Chico Creek.
vi. 100-year floodplains for the Sacramento River backs up to the Mud Creek/Chico Creek
confluence.
vii. Unwanted (non-native) vegetation exists in Little Chico Creek Diversion; no sediment issues.
•
DWR Hydraulic Modelling of the Chico system
- Todd Hillaire, DWR, presented preliminary results of DWR’s hydraulic modelling of the
Chico system (see attached).
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Modelling is being used to evaluate if the system can still accommodate the 1957 design
flows.
Preliminary results indicate that for the most part, the system can accommodate 1957
design flows.
MUSR RFMP will look to incorporate DWR’s work into final RFMP

6) Potential Solutions
• Non-structural flood management system projects
i. ULOP 200-year Strategic Plan
ii. Lindo Channel improvements:
- Clear Vegetation
- Enhanced maintenance program
- Revise O&M manual
- Potential Fish Passage Improvements
iii. Enhanced Channel Maintenance Program for Mud and Sycamore Creek
• Structural flood management system projects
i. Sycamore Creek Grade Control Structures Pre-Design
ii. Sediment Removal at Big Chico Creek Diversion Pool (5-year recurring program)
iii. Mud Creek UPRR crossing improvements
iv. Detention facility at upstream end of Dry Creek.
v. Detention facilities to relieve flows along Rock Creek.
vi. Off stream storage near Sheep Hollow Area:
- Left bank levee is what protects people
- Right bank levee just crowds water against left levee
- There is potential to increase capacity here by degrading the right bank levee
- It was guessed that the inundated area could be increased by about 150 acres
Action Items:
•
•

Post the Chico SB 1278 Maps to MUSR Website (PBI)
Revise Topic Statement so that workgroup definition does not solely revolve around SB 5 (PBI)
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Mid & Upper Sacramento River RFMP Focus Area Topic Paper

Urban Area
Areas Workgroup
Urban and urbanizing areas are defined as those areas with a population of at least 10,000 (or
with plans to reach 10,000 within 10 years). The City of Chico is the only area within the Mid
and Upper Sacramento RFMP region that is characterized as ‘urban’. In 2007, Senate Bill 5
(SB5) was passed which restricts new development in urban areas unless the area has a 200Year level of flood protection. Therefore, the Urban Areas Workgroup will primarily focus on
the identification of flood related problems and solutions for the City of Chico. The intent of the
Urban Areas Workgroup is to help the RFMP team assess flood related impacts for Chico and
identify potential projects to address identified impacts.
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